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Claymore Group (“Claymore”), a Malta-based business focused on developing
best-in-class online gambling experiences, was working on the launch of a
new flagship brand in Europe – iBet.com.
With a deadline for the pre-license technical audit closing in, Claymore and
EPAM conducted an evaluation that uncovered development issues. A new
platform based on microservices was developed, which integrated core sports
functionality and featured a complex bonus tool, to allow for future scalability
and stability.
Despite a tight deadline and under the direction and management of
Claymore, the architecture changes were implemented on time to provide
compliance, security and resilience. The comprehensive bonus tool is scalable
to allow for future feature integrations. The iBet platform passed the technical
audit requirements and the site went live with a soft launch in December 2020.
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IDENTIFYING IMPROVEMENTS TO CREATE A QUALIT Y PL ATFORM
Claymore planned to launch iBet in May 2020 to coincide with the UEFA Euro 2020 Championship. Although the
launch was postponed as most sporting events were suspended due to COVID-19, the company was still required to
submit a full minimum viable product (MVP) to the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) for a technical audit.
Before development commenced, Claymore and EPAM conducted an initial two-week discovery that assessed
platform readiness and uncovered development issues. The following challenges were identified:
•	The technology was not fully scalable for future requirements.
•	Certain compliance and security specifications were not fully up to date with the most recent guidelines.
•	The database architecture needed better resilience based on industry best practices.
•	The AWS environment was not optimized to be used to its full potential.
A new, sustainable, scalable and highly available platform based on industry standards was developed in a short
timeframe to address these challenges. Claymore chose EPAM to deliver a number of key integrations for the
platform, such as the Sportsbook provided by Betsson and a flexible, comprehensive bonus tool.

INTRODUCING NEW WAYS OF WORKING TO MEET SHORT TIMELINES
To ensure that the project could be achieved in the short timeframe, a mixed management approach for project
execution was utilized, which included sprints for organization and an overall project plan. Governance structures
and daily communication on requirements and technical updates were created and followed. Demonstrations were
conducted at the end of each sprint to highlight progress and adjust requirements where necessary.
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DESIGNING THE IDEAL ARCHITECTURE FOR SCALE AND STABILIT Y
Following the two-week discovery, a microservices-based architecture with stateless services was identified as
the optimal solution. The platform was hosted on AWS in a single region but used multiple zones to allow high
availability and cost efficiency at the same time.
The system architecture was implemented based on AWS best practices, utilizing CloudFront (CDN) to cache the
static content close to the end users. Amazon S3 hosted the front-end code, while API Gateway provided a
standardized API layer. The platform was integrated with Cognito, an identity and access management tool for
user account management. For added security, double authentication and auto-logout were implemented.
The domain model was separated from the business logic (which was implemented in Spring and Java), using
Amazon EKS for services. The integration layer used AWS Lambda features via the API Gateway. Aurora was selected
as the horizontally-scalable, relational database. CloudWatch and CloudTrail provided logging and monitoring
capabilities. Key management service (KMS) stored sensitive information, while the simple notification service
(SNS) enabled the solution to send emails and SMS via a unified interface.
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S U C C E S S F U L LY I N T E G R AT I N G T H E S P O R T S B O O K
Betsson Sportsbook was implemented via iFrame on the front end and Betsson’s B2B Integration Layer (IL) API, the
main communication gateway with the Sportsbook. All interactions between iBet and Betsson Sportsbook pass
through the IL, which was divided into two components – inbound and outbound. The inbound component was
used to send data to the Sportsbook while the outbound components enabled partners to receive commands and
notifications from Sportsbook.
The Betsson APIs were still in development when integration commenced, but the short timeline required the
team to think creatively about how to work in parallel. For the iBet platform, the core integration element was the
Betsson integration service, which was responsible for wallet integration, bet stream integration and context
(authentication) management.

CREATING AN EFFICIENT AND SAFE BONUS TOOL
The iBet Bonus Tool was developed as an efficient and scalable subsystem that included:
•	Campaign management functionality for administrators to create and manage bonus campaigns
•	An assignment management component to handle bonus awards and revoke operations
•	A complex rules engine to check player bets for bonus applications and update wagering progress
•	A bonus wallet to handle bonus money operations and update transaction history
The subsystem supported integration with partner bonus solutions and communicated with third parties
through events exchanging. All components were built using EKS with autoscaling support under peak load.
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L AUNCHING THE IBET MVP ON TIME FOR REGUL ATORY APPROVAL
The iBet MVP was completed on time, successfully submitted for technical audit and approved as part of the
regulatory licensing process. Claymore launched the iBet platform in December 2020.
The microservices architecture is flexible and allows the company to scale with demand, without risking stability in
the future. The platform’s data and security features are in line with industry best practices. By optimizing the AWS
environment, Claymore was able to maximize its investment and take advantage of features, including those for
data security and communication.
iBet’s custom bonus tool provides efficient campaign management and is able to communicate with third
parties, such as Betsson. Additional games integration and enhanced bonus features, including a bonus engine
and improvements to the back-end administration interface, were also developed.

HEAR FROM THE CUSTOMER

“ The team at EPAM was very professional and diligent. In addition, they
showed the strength of their experience in the online gambling space
with their execution of development tasks. EPAM was extremely efficient
in their delivery and we would not hesitate to recommend them as a
business partner.”
/ / C l a y m o re G roup
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ABOUT CL AYMORE GROUP
Claymore Group was established by a group of industry veterans with a view to providing a fair, transparent
and modern experience in the iGaming space. The priority of Claymore Group is to develop best in class online
gambling experiences across a range of B2C brands, including flagship brand iBet.com.

ABOUT EPAM
Since 1993, EPAM Systems, Inc. (NYSE: EPAM) has leveraged its software engineering expertise to become a leading
global product development, digital platform engineering, and top digital and product design agency. Through its
‘Engineering DNA’ and innovative strategy, consulting, and design capabilities, EPAM works in collaboration with its
customers to deliver next-gen solutions that turn complex business challenges into real business outcomes. EPAM’s
global teams serve customers in more than 35 countries across North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.

QUESTIONS?
Contact us at Sales@EPAM.com
or visit us at EPAM.com

